It’s more than
just the metal.

It’s your product.

From the First Phone Call. Our name is

Sharing Experience. Accurate Metal Fabricating

synonymous with fast quotes, detail-critical design and
a complete understanding of your project’s requirements.
We lead the industry with world-class manufacturing
capabilities and collaborative customer relationships.
Your project becomes our project the minute we pick
up your call.

has more than 65 years of metal fabrication experience.
Our knowledgeable team seamlessly integrates with you
and your job – from initial quote to finishing and packing,
ensuring that we produce the pieces you need, how you
need them, when you need them.

Taking Ownership. Once your project hits our desks,
we start looking for ways to decrease your costs
and increase the quality. Our engineering and design team
uses the most advanced software and technology
to analyze your drawing and its fabrication requirements for
possible refinements and improvements. And we do it fast.

We have exceeded the demands of a wide range
of industries, including:
• Telecommunications
• Retail
• Electronics
• Medical
• Environmental
• Automotive
• Architectural

It’s our passion.

Making it So. We offer a wide

Exclusive Capabilities.

Getting Things Done.

range of capabilities with standard
materials:

From start to finish, Accurate Metal
Fabricating does things differently,
and that includes our fabrication
capabilities. We provide a variety
of services that most fabricators
just don’t offer:

Whether your job is large or small,
Accurate Metal Fabricating has the
capacity and expertise to get the
work done. Our extensive array of
fabrication equipment includes a
state-of-the-art laser, turret presses,
press brakes and punch presses.
Combine this with our welding,
riveting and perforating expertise
for a metal fabricating solution that
meets almost any need.

• Carbon Steel
• Aluminum
• Galvanized Steel
• Litho-graphed Metal
• Stainless Steel
• Precoated Metals
• Plastics
• Many more

designing & engineering

notching, punching
& cutting

• Laser Cutting
• Riveting (semi-tubular, pop, blind)
• Fabricating Precoated Materials
(available in a wide variety of
colors and wood grain finishes that
can be screen-printed or four color
offset lithographed)
• Press Brake Forming

forming

welding & assembly

painting & finishing

screening, labeling
& packaging

And it’s building relationships with our
collaborative approach. It’s finding solutions
through our attention to detail. It’s utilizing
our manufacturing and engineering capabilities
that make each piece the best it can be.

Accurate Metal Fabricating is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Accurate Perforating. Our combined range
of capabilities provides our customers with an unparalleled, end-to-end metal fabrication solution.

3500 Watt Mitsubishi Laser

mig, tig and spot welding

Amada Vipros King CNC Turret Press
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